Double-Sided Zig-Zag Book

Materials Needed:
1 sheet of paper (you can use any type, but try cardstock)
2 pieces of cardboard (from a cereal box)
Scissors
Glue stick

1. Fold paper into four equal parts lengthwise (like a hot dog).
2. Fold paper into four equal parts widthwise (like a hamburger).
3. Unfold/flatten out your paper so it is portrait-oriented; you should have three fold lines along each side and 16 rectangles/squares.
4. Starting from the left, cut up the first fold line until you reach the edge of the last rectangle at the top.
5. Skip the middle fold line and repeat step 5 on the third fold line.
6. Rotate the paper 180 degrees.
7. Cut up the middle fold line until you reach the edge of the last rectangle at the top.
9. Cut cardboard to size and glue to endpages to form covers.
10. Decorate covers and fill book as desired!
11. For a book with more pages, repeat steps 1-9 with more paper sheets and glue two books together.